Teresa J. Patton
Ranch Buffalo Shoot
Last Saturday of Every Month in 2004
1/31-2/28-3/27-4/24-5/29-6/26-7/31-8/28
9/18 being the last of Year Due to Deer Season.

Location
In Bosque County, halfway between Walnut Springs and Meridian on route 144. Take FR 2550 west
about 1+1/2 mile. The Patton Ranch is at the end of the road across the Tee to the right, through the gate
to the Lane and past the Barn. White Buffalo silhouettes will help navigate. Please leave gates as You find
them.

Buffalo Match Rules
You will have 12+1/2 minutes for unlimited sighters and 5 shots for score. Once the Buffalo is hit, you
can have 4 more sighter shots, and then 5 shots for score. Any hit or grazing shot on the Buffalo, is a hit
worth 1 point. A hit on the 22 inch gong, is worth 3 points. Any hit on the 6 inch Bullseye, is worth 5
points. Points to be totaled for your score. The points will be called by a nearby Spotter and totaled. The
high point total for the day, will be classed the Winner. The Match can be of various ranges , depending
on number of Shooters and the Match Directors discretion.

Prizes
The Match will be a pot shoot,entry fees $10-$15.00 with a 50% pay back. High score gets 50% of the
cash, the other 50% goes to pay for materials and to the Landowner, for use of the property.

Weapons
Rifles that can be used, any BPCR Single Shot rifle. Rolling Block, Low or High Wall, Falling Block,
Breakopen, Sharps or Muzzeloader. Ranges can be from 100 to 825 yards, at this time. There will be no
Jacketed ammunition, only Cast Lead bullets. Black Powder or Duplex loads may be used. Sights, the
only class is open Iron Sights, or Target Type. The shooting position will be prone, unless the Match may
be a midrange.??? This first Match is designated as 600 yards.

NOTE! the ranch speed is 5m or slower!!!!!

This Match is put on with the new Shooter in mind. If all you ever shoot is 200 yards , benchrest or target
practice, this is Your Shot. If you don't have all of your equipment, Others can help You get started.
Everyone bring a spotting scope. Everyone can help spot. A good pad, cross sticks, a chair will also come
in handy. This is to be a Fun Shoot, so everyone shoot safe and have a good time. There will only be this
1 Match, for this year only, due to Deer Season. Next year 2004 and beyond, there will be 9 Matches
through the year. There will also be a TOP GUN trophy at the end of the year.

PLEASE, RESPECT THE LAND AND THE OWNERS!
Leave no trash or cleaning patches on the ground!

* NO ALCOHOL *
Worthy of mentioning, we will be set up in time to also put on a Mid Range Match at the same time. To
allow more shooters at one time and better to aid in multiple range shooting. We may not have all ready
for the January Match, but be prepared. Figure 10 rnds. at 200yrds. 10 rnds. for 300yrds. and 10rnds. for
600yrds.. That is at least 30rnds of (black powder) for the mid range, this is 200 prone and or standing,
300 prone and or sitting-kneeling and 600 prone. This match can flip flop from month to month, prone
one month and position the next. A $10.00 fee to shoot this game with 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place to be
awarded. Plus, there would be $3.00 Target Setter fee as well, this aids everyone and helps to speed
things along. There will be coffee at the site. The Mid Range targets are scaled Buffalo, so the awards will
be Buffalo Pins. To shoot through both matches, the fee is $23.00. Time for starting @ 9AM, light
conditions. If You plan on attending, advance notice would be great. See You all there!
For more info, call Wayne L. Doering @817-295-1789 evenings or E-Mail @ wd-2@juno.com .

